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TOOLS FOR PARALLEL QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SOFTWARE
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14195 Berlin-Dahlem
Germany
E-mail: steinke@zib.de
The lack of appropriate middleware for implementing parallel methods on true
parallel computers like the Intel series in late 80s forced the design of suitable
programming tools for application packages. The TCGMSG was one of the first
examples which provides a portable and efficient message passing interface. This
tool is still used in production codes in the field of quantum chemistry. Further
developments led to programming interfaces (e.g. Global Array Toolkit) providing
a shared memory programming model on distributed memory architectures. This
article gives an introduction into the basic terminology and the application of these
tools.
1 Introduction
First-principle quantum-chemical simulations of large molecular systems consist-
ing of a few hundreds of atoms are going to be more and more feasible as com-
mon ”daily“ task as powerful parallel processor computers are becoming available.
Massively-parallel processor platforms (e.g. CRAY T3E, IBM SP) as well as large
scalable shared memory systems (e.g. SGI Origin) both providing some tens or hun-
dreds of GigaFlop/s sustained performance are accessible for scientists at certain
sites.
In order to take advantage of new hardware features provided by the first true
parallel computers (e.g. Intel Hypercube, Paragon etc.), the re-design of seriell
versions of existing quantum chemistry packages (e.g. COLUMBUS, GAMESS
(US), GAMESS-UK, DGauss) was initiated as well as the new design and imple-
mentation of packages from scratch (e.g. NWChem, Q-Chem). Due to the lack
of appropriate middleware for implementing software on such distributed mem-
ory architectures research groups in the chemistry community developed suitable
communication libraries and user-friendly APIs for programming these parallel ma-
chines. For example, TCGMSG was developed to provide a portable communication
library for quantum chemistry software. Although the functionality of TCGMSG
is superceeded by standard messsage-passing libraries PVM and MPI this software
is still in use in production codes.
This article gives an introduction into the fundamentals of some of the pro-
gramming tools used in production codes for quantum chemical simulations. The
part of informations provided are restricted to the basics of the topic. A more
complete view of the capabilities of tools explained below will arise together with
the overhead presentation given at the Winterschool at Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich.
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2 Basic Tasks in Typical Quantum Chemical Calculations
The major part of today’s quantum chemical calculations carried out routinely is
dealing with Hartree-Fock SCF, MP2, or DFT type calculations of more or less
large molecules. To identify the computational steps which take advantage of par-
allelization we will give a coarse-grain analysis of such calculations. We will focus
on common SCF type calculations for solving the stationary Schro¨dinger equation
HˆΨ = EΨ within the common molecular orbital (MO) approach. The following
summary lists the basic time consuming steps:
1. the computation of 2-electron integrals (ERI),
2. the construction of the Fock matrix F from ERIs and density matrix P,
3. the diagonalization of F delivering MO coeffients C, and
4. the calculation of the density matrix P from C
In large molecular systems consisting of a few hundreds of atoms, the number
of basis functions included is in the order of thousands. In the direct SCF scheme
the steps 1 and 2 are combined with sophisticated screening techniques. In this
way, any storing of ERIs either on disk (conventional approach) or in memory (in-
core scheme) is avoided by (re-)computing ERIs for the Fock matrix build as they
needed.
From the picture given above one can imagine that
• the work distribution to construct the Fock matrix F which itself should be
distributed over all compute nodes,
• their diagonalization, and finally
• subsequent operations on the wavefunction (C and/or P) like matrix opera-
tions
should be the subject of parallelization efforts. In the next subsection issues
from the computer science people’s point of view are discussed.
2.1 Issues related to parallel programming
Given the list of basic tasks above one can define essential features of a suitable
toolkit required for quantum-chemical calculations. Below some key issues regard-
ing support for parallelism, not only in the context of quantum chemistry, are
discussed:
Work sharing, task parallelism: That is the basic idea of parallelism. It is
wanted to use as many compute nodes as possible without substantial over-
head in order to reduce the wall-time for a given problem size. A given set of
tasks, e.g. the calculation of ERIs or elements of F, should be distributed over
all computing nodes.
Work sharing within an application may be at a high level (coarse-grain par-
allelism) or low level (fine-grain parallelism). The suitable approach depends
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on the given hardware and software environment, e.g. latency and bandwith
of the communication network, availability of thin low-level APIs).
Dynamic load balancing: This aspect is closely connected to the previous topic.
Under certain conditions it may be impossible or unpredictable to split a prob-
lem into a set of evenly sized tasks. A suitable mechanism for dynamic load
balancing is required to keep all compute resources as busy as possible. The
load balancing problem becomes even more prominent if the (virtual) parallel
computer system consists of compute nodes with different CPU performances
(heterogeneous resources).
Distributed data model: Storing all data in a replicated fashion in memory
on all nodes is the first approach to implement task parallelism (replicated
data model). To offer solutions for large problems where per node memory
resources are not sufficient, data distribution is the only way to tackle such
grand challenge problems. It is desirable that the total memory of a parallel
computer system can be allocated to keep large arrays. Then, the largest prob-
lem which can be handled scales with the number of compute nodes involved in
the calculation. Large arrays like F and/or P are limiting actual realizations
of simulations in quantum chemistry. These arrays need to be distributed.
A user-friendly support of the distributed data model is not provided in com-
mon message-passing libaries (MPI, PVM), and thus, it is the objective of
software projects discussed in this tutorial.
Interface to numerical libraries: A high-level interface to common numerical
libraries (e.g. ScaLAPACK) should be available. Desirable are routines for
matrix operations of distributed arrays (matrix multiply) as well as an interface
to parallel eigensolversa .
One-sided communication: In a programming model supporting distributed
data, a “lightweighted” access to remote data is important. Usual point-to-
point connections implemented in message-passing environments require the
interaction of CPU resources on both sides. Tools described in this tutorial
provide methods to access remote data without interferring with the remote
CPU.
A common classification scheme for communication operations considers to what
extent compute nodes are involved:
Collective operations: These are operations where all computing nodes of a
given set are involved. Typically, they distribute work across the nodes. Ex-
amples are synchronization, broadcast, and global summation operations.
Non-collective operations: These type of communication operations fall into
synchronous and one-sided (or asynchronous) operations:
Synchronous operations: In the common message passing environments
(MPI) any point-to-point data transfer consists of a complementary pair
afor details see contribution given by I. Gutheil1 in this volume
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Table 1. Tools used by various quantum chemistry packages on multi-processor systems
Memory Tool Packages
Architecture (Communication Lib) (examples)
distributed Global Array Toolkit NWChem, GAMESS-UK,
memory (TCGMSG, MPI,SHMEM, sockets) COLUMBUS
Distributed Data Interface GAMESS (US)
(MPI, sockets)
Distributed Matrix Lib DGauss
(SHMEM, PVM, MPI)
LINDA Gaussian
(MPI, SHMEM)
Scientific Computing Toolkit MPQC
(PVM, MPI, NX, IPC)
shared OpenMP MOLPRO, Gaussian
memory Microtasking DGauss
of send/receive invocations. On both sides CPU resources are allocated
to perform the data transfer. In this type of communication an implicit
pairwise synchronization is involved.
One-sided operations: Within these operations only one node is active.
Communication or data transfer is performed without interferring with
the other node which keeps remote data in memory. Examples are one-
sided read and write operations from/into remote memory or atomic up-
date operations.
Atomic operations: To update the contents of variables in a save way it is nec-
essary to prevent concurrent read or write operations on the same memory
locations. This is achieved by locking the critical code region, i.e. only one
request is permitted to perform read/write actions. Atomic operations like
read-and-increment or accumulate includes a locking mechanism in a trans-
parent way.
3 Parallel Tools in Today’s Production Codes
There are several program packages available to perform quantum chemical calcu-
lations of large molecules on massively-parallel platforms. Table 1 presents some
important examples of programming tools developed in this context. For the sake
of completeness, commonly used tools on shared-memory platforms are includedb
too.
The Global Array Toolkit4,5 (GA) is the de-facto standard in the quantum chem-
istry community. The suite of tools in GA is primarily designed as middleware
for quantum chemical program packages. Examples are those which are developed
bfor details regarding OpenMP see contribution given by M. Gerndt2 in this volume
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and maintained at PNNL like NWChem9 and COLUMBUS10 as well as GAMESS-
UK11, and applications coming from other fields. Beside providing a portable inter-
face to global shared arrays the GA includes tools for dynamic memory allocation
(MA), one-sided communication (AMRCI), and efficient I/O capablities for parallel
I/O (e.g. ChemIO). The Distributed Data Interface13 (DDI) has been written for
the GAMESS12 (US) package, and provides a one-sided data access via communi-
cation with data-servers on top of MPI or TCP/IP sockets. Within the DFT code
DGauss15 a proprietary Distributed Matrix16 library is used.
A quite different programming approach is used in Gaussian17 and MPQC18.
In Gaussian, the parallelization is implemented using the LINDA programming
model. The MPQC package follows an object-oriented design and parallelization is
implemented by using the Scientific Computing Toolkit19 C++ class library.
4 The TCGMSG library
In the late 80s and early 90s portable message passing libraries like PVM or MPI
did not exists yet. To provide a compact, user-friendly, and portable programmer’s
interface for message passing R. J. Harrison implemented the TCGMSG3 (Theo-
retical chemistry group message-passing toolkit) tookit. The programming model
and interface is directly modelled after Argonne PARMACS22.
In the UNIX environment communication is done via TCP sockets. If iden-
tical processes are running on shared memory machine the faster communication
mechanism provided by the hardware is used. Thus applications can be built to
run on an entire network of machines with local communication running at mem-
ory bandwidth and remote communication running at the corresponding network
speed. On true message-passing machines TCGMSG is just a thin layer over the
system interface (e.g. SHMEM on CRAY T3E).
Asynchronous communication is available in TCGMSG on machines supporting
it. Otherwise, send operations block until the message is explicitly received, and
messages from a particular process can only be received in the order sent. As far
as buffering provided by the transport layer permits, messages are actually sent
without any synchronization between sender and receiver.
TCGMSG supports FORTRAN and C bindings, Table 2 gives an overview of
the TCGMSG API.
One remarkable feature is the integer function NXTVAL(mproc) which imple-
ments a shared counter by communicating with a dedicated server process. It
returns the next counter associated with a single active loop (0,1,2,...). MPROC is
the number of processes actively requesting values. This NXTVAL function allows
the implementation of dynamic load balancing within loops (work parallelism). A
FORTRAN example may look like the following code snippet:
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Table 2. Basic functions of TCGMSG
Operation FORTRAN C
Initialization call PBEGINF() PBEGIN (...)
Termination call PEND() PEND ()
Identification
Number of nodes NNODES() NNODES ()
Node ID NODEID() NODEID ()
Communication Operations
Send call SND(...) SND (...)
Receive call RCV(...) RCV (...)
Broadcast call BRDCST(...) BRDCST (...)
Synchronization call SYNCH(...) SYNCH (...)
Shared counter NXTVAL(...) NXTVAL (...)
Global operation call DGOP(...) DGOP (...)
Utilities
Print statistics call STATS() STATS ()
Wall time TCGTIME() TCGTIME ()
integer :: NXTVAL, next, mproc, big
integer :: i
next = nxtval(mproc)
do i = 0, big
if (i .eq. next) then
! ... do work for iteration i
next = nxtval(mproc)
endif
end do
5 The Global Array Toolkit
5.1 Overview
The Global Array Toolkit4 (GA) is written and maintained at the William R.
Wiley Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL) at Pacific North-
west National Laboratory (PNNL). The principal development work is done by
J. Nieplocha, the latest version is release 35,6.
The GA provides a portable shared memory style programming environment
which consists of a certain programming model as well as a logical view of a virtual
machine (machine model)20. The virtual machine might be a massively-parallel
distributed memory or a scalable shared memory platform. It is viewed as an
ensemble of nodes consisting of CPU(s) and local memory (Figure 1). The whole
memory is accessible via global arrays. These logically shared data are divided
into local and remote portions, and the GA recognizes variable data transfer costs
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Figure 1. The Global Array machine model
required to access the data (fast access to local data, slower access to remote data).
In acknowledging the difference of local and remote data access, the GA model
exposes to the programmer the Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture
of computer systems found today.
Details of the data distribution, addressing, and communication are encapsu-
lated in the GA objects (internal data structures). The information on actual
distribution patterns and locality of data can be obtained and taken advantage of
whenever data locality is important.
5.2 Basic Features
The GA programming environment supports the development of parallel programs
in C or/and FORTRAN. Main application areas are codes that operate on dis-
tributed dense multidimensional arrays and/or require shared memory program-
ming style or one-sided communication. GA encapsulates many details of array
distribution and addressing so that the programming effort is substantially reduced.
The basic shared memory operations supported include the one-sided commu-
nication operations get, put, scatter, and gather. The atomic operations accumulate
and read-and-increment complete the list of fundamental functions. These opera-
tions are truely one-sided and will complete regardless of actions taken by a remote
process that owns the data.
At the user level, transfer operations of arrays or array patches are initiated
using an array index interface rather than addresses. GA does not require the user
to specify process IDs for accessing remote data. Any global array index-to-address
translation and estimation of target IDs is done internally.
The GA is not built on top of any particular message-passing library but it
requires one to initialize the parallel environment and create processes. The one-
sided communication required to support a shared memory programming model is
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facilitated by the ARMCI library included in the GA packagec .
5.3 Using the GA Toolkit
Supported Plattforms
The current GA release supports homogeneous hardware platforms as follows:
• massively-parallel processor (MPP) systems (CRAY T3E, IBM SP)
• scalable shared memory systems (CRAY PVP, SGI Origin, Fujitsu VX/VPP)
• cluster of workstations (all UNIX flavours including Linux)
• SMP server (UNIX)
• multi-processor NT server
Selection of message-passing library
GA is working on top of a message-passing library which is selected at compile time
on a given platform. For example, the message-passing library is used on some
platforms to fork processes, implement broadcast or global operations (ga dgop).
Currently either TCGMSG (s. section 4) or MPI can be used as interface. Since
TCGMSG is only a small set of routines and provides a convenient interface it is
used per default on UNIX systems. On NT server the GA is build on top of WMPI,
a NT implementation derived from MPICH.
Dependency on other software
Besides the message-passing interface there are additional software tools which are
requires by GA:
• MA (Memory Allocator) by Greg Thomas, a library for portable memory man-
agement;
• ARMCI, a one-sided communication library used by GA as its run-time system;
• BLAS library is required for the eigensolver and matrix multiply (ga dgemm);
• GA eigensolver, ga diag, is a wrapper for the eigensolver from PEIGS8d;
• LAPACK library is required for the eigensolver;
• MPI, SCALAPACK, PBBLAS, and BLACS libraries are required for
some linear algebra functions (ga lu solve, ga cholesky, ga llt solve,
ga spd invert, ga solve);
cIn earlier versions of GA, the one-sided communication was implemented directly inside GA.
dapplication of PeIGS and performance issues are discussed by I. Gutheil1
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5.4 Getting started with GA
Table 3 gives an overview about the most important functions implemented in GA,
Table 4 summarizes utility operations.
The principal structure of a GA program should look like:
• when GA runs on top of MPI
FORTRAN C
call mpi_init(...) MPI_Init(...) ! start MPI
call ga_initialize() GA_Initialize() ! start GA
status = ma_init(...) MA_Init(...) ! start MA
.... do some work ... do some work
call ga_terminate() GA_Terminate() ! tidy up GA
call mpi_finalize() MPI_Finalize() ! tidy up MPI
stop exit() ! exit
• when GA runs on top of TCGMSG
FORTRAN C
call pbeginf() PBEGIN_(...) ! start TCGMSG
call ga_initialize() GA_Initialize() ! start GA
status = ma_init(...) MA_Init(...) ! start MA
.... do some work ... do some work
call ga_terminate() GA_Terminate() ! tidy up GA
call pend() PEND_() ! tidy up TCGMSG
stop exit() ! exit
5.5 Further components of the Global Array toolkit
The Memory Allocator (MA) is a library of routines that comprises a dynamic
memory allocator for use by C, FORTRAN, or mixed-language applications. C ap-
plications can benefit from using MA instead of the ordinary malloc() and free()
routines because of the extra features MA provides: both heap and stack memory
management disciplines, debugging and verification support, usage statistics, and
quantitative memory availability information. FORTRAN applications can take
advantage of the same features, and predecessors of FORTRAN 90 may in fact
require a library such as MA because dynamic memory allocation is not supported.
One important advantage of MA should be noted: memory leaks are avoided due to
the management strategies of MA. MA is designed to be portable across a variety
of platforms.
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A suite of independent parallel I/O libraries for high-performance computers
building a chemistry I/O API, ChemIO23, has been developed:
• Disk Resident Arrays (DRA),
• Shared Files (SF), and
• Exclusive Access Files (EAF).
All the components have an asynchronous API allowing the applications to overlap
expensive I/O with computations. The DRA layer is employed in the RI-MP2
module in NWChem, thus some aspects of the DRA are discussed in the following.
Disk Resident Arrays (DRA) extend the Global Arrays (GA) programming
model to disk. The library encapsulates the details of data layout, addressing
and I/O transfer in disk arrays objects. Disk resident arrays resemble global arrays
except that they reside on disk instead of in main memory. The main features of
this model are:
• Data can be transferred between disk and global memory.
• I/O operations have a nonblocking interface to allow overlapping of I/O with
computations.
• All I/O operations are collective.
• Either whole or sections of global arrays can be transferred between GA mem-
ory and the disk.
5.6 First steps using GA functions
The following two examples will demonstrate the first basic steps to employ the
GA toolkit. In the first example the process environment is provided and each
node prints its unique node id.
program example1
integer :: n_nodes, me
call pbeginf() ! init of TCGMSG
call ga_initialize() ! init GA
n_nodes = ga_nnodes() ! get number of nodes
me = ga_nodeid() ! who am i
print *, ’Hi, Iam node ’, me, ’ of ’, n_nodes, nodes’
call ga_terminate() ! tidy up GA
call pend() ! tidy up TCGMSG
stop
end program example1
The second example introduces the creation of a 2D array. The syntax of the
corresponding GA function ga create is as follows:
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logical function ga_create(type, dim1, dim2, name, chunk1, chunk2, g_a)
integer type - MA type [input]
integer dim1/2 - array(dim1,dim2) as in FORTRAN [input]
character*(*) name - a unique character string [input]
integer chunk1/2 - minimum size that dimensions should
be chunked up into [input]
integer g_a - handle for future references [output]
Setting chunk1 = dim1 gives distribution by vertical strips (chunk2*columns);
setting chunk2 = dim2 gives distribution by horizontal strips (chunk1*rows).
Actual chunks will be modified so that they are at least the size of the minimum
and each process has either zero or one chunk. Specifying chunk1/2 as < 1 will
cause that dimension to be distributed evenly. ga create is a collective operation.
program example2
integer :: n_nodes, me, ga_hndl
integer :: status
!
! --- Run on 4 nodes
!
call pbeginf() ! init TCGMSG
status = ma_init(...) ! allocate memory
call ga_initialize() ! init GA
status = ga_create ( MT_DBL, 100, 100, ’A’, 25, 100, ga_hndl)
call ga_destroy ( ga_hndl )
call ga_terminate()
call pend()
stop
end program example2
In the example given above the data type MT DBL means double-precision. Assuming
that the code is started on 4 nodes the distribution of the squared 100x100 array
named A is done by horizontal strips. Figure 2 shows various distribution patterns
depending on the chunk sizes in the ga create call.
5.7 Guidelines for using GA
Some guidelines regarding a suitable application scenario for the GA toolkit may
be summarized as follows6. Utilization of GA is preferred:
• for applications with dynamic and irregular communication patterns,
• for calculations gaining advantage from dynamic load balancing,
• if one-sided access to shared data is required,
• when coding in message-passing style is too complicated,
• if data locality is important.
Alternatives to GA (e.g. MPI or HPF) might be considered,
• if there are regular communication patterns or only a few communication paths
(e.g. nearest neighbour) often found in domain decomposition approaches,
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Figure 2. Creation of global arrays: distribution patterns for various chunk sizes i, j
• when synchronization after point-to-point message passing is needed, or
• if compiler parallelization is more effective e.g. on shared memory platforms.
6 The Distributed Data Interface used in GAMESS (US)
The Distributed Data Interface (DDI) was introduced in the public GAMESS12
(US) in June 1999, and replaces the TCGMSG API used since 1991. The low level
transport layers which DDI relies on are SHMEM, MPI-1, or TCP/IP sockets.
The DDI is similar to the GA concept in the sense that DDI attempts to exploit
the entire machines memory as global shared memory. The implementation follows
the concept of providing one-sided communication calls. There are three subroutine
calls to access memory on remote nodes: DDI PUT, DDI GET, and DDI ACCUMULATE.
At the present time, the DDI routines support only two dimensional FORTRAN
arrays, organized in such a way that columns are kept on a single node’s memory.
Up to 10 matrices may be distributed in this fashion.
6.1 The Data Server concept
Since MPI-2 is still unavailable on most platforms, and the SHMEM24 e is or will
be available on a limited number of computer systems only, a data server model is
implemented in DDI on other platforms (Figure 3).
On each node two processes are running: one is doing the chemistry work (com-
pute process) and the other one acts as data server supporting DDI get, put, and
eThe logically shared, distributed memory access (SHMEM) routines provide low-latency, high-
bandwidth communication.
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Figure 3. The Data Server model in DDI for two nodes (less active program components are shown
in gray)
accumulate requests. Interupts are handled by the operating system, as the data
servers are distinct processes.
On CRAY MPP systems an efficient, hardware supported API for (fast) one-
sided communication (SHMEM) is provided. Therefore, the data server model can
be dropped which allows for a more compact implementation. The memory image
of a GAMESS process on T3E is shown in Figure 4.
DDI provides an interface for ordinary message passing parallel programming.
A summary of important operations can be found in Table 5. There are functions
to initialize and terminate the various processes, point-to-point send and receive,
and collective operations like global sum and the broadcast. In addition, functions
for distributed data manipulation, which include creation and destruction of the
arrays, the put, get, and accumulation operations mentioned above, are available.
Note, that the current version of DDI is not intended to be a general parallel
programming library, e.g. there are no portable memory management routines
included. Thus, parts of the GAMESS distribution are still required.
6.2 Example
To illustrate the DDI a very simple example14 is given below. It shows the proper
initialization and closure of the DDI library, requests replicated memory but not
distributed memory.
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Figure 4. The DDI implementation on CRAY T3E for two nodes
program bcast
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
parameter (maxmsg=500000)
common /fmcom / xx(1)
data exetyp/8hRUN /
nwdvar=2 ! open DDI, tell it integer ...
call ddi_pbeg(nwdvar) ! ... word length is 32 bit
memrep=maxmsg ! request allocation of only
memddi=0 ! replicated memory
call ddi_memory(memrep,memddi,exetyp)
call setfm(memrep)
call ddi_nproc(nproc,me) ! who am I
master=0
if(me.eq.master) print *, ’running ’, nproc, ’ processes’
call valfm(loadfm) ! allocate a replicated array
lbuff = loadfm + 1
last = lbuff + maxmsg
need = last - loadfm - 1
call getfm(need)
if (me.eq.master) then
do i=1,maxmsg ! fill it up with ones
xx(lbuff-1+i) = 1.0d+00
end do
end if
! send it to all the other compute processes
call ddi_bcast(102,’F’,xx(lbuff),maxmsg,master)
call retfm(need) ! replicated storage done
istat=0
call ddi_pend(istat) ! close the DDI library gracefully
stop
end
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7 Further Reading
Students which are not necessarily familiar with parallel computational chem-
istry are encouraged to study the presentation Parallel Computing in Chemistry
by Roland Lindh21. Access to further documentation regarding the Global Array
Tookit can be found on the Web5. The Global Array User’s Manual6 explains most
of the details required to implement parallel software using the GA. An excellent
introduction to DDI as well as to the global shared memory programming model
is given in the GAMESS (US) documentation14. Some of the ideas for the Global
Array presentation were “borrowed” from the on-line slide-show Global Arrays by
Krister Dackland20.
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Table 3. Basic functionality provided by GA (only 2D array operations on whole arrays are listed)
Operation FORTRAN C
Initialization ga initialize() GA Initialize()
Termination ga terminate() GA Terminate()
Creation of arrays
Regular dist. ga create(...) NGA Create(...)
Irregular dist. ga create irreg(...) NGA Create irreg(...)
Duplication ga duplicate(...) GA Duplicate(...)
Destroying ga destroy(...) GA Destroy(...)
One-sided operations
Put ga put(...) NGA Put(...)
Get ga get(...) NGA Get(...)
Atomic accumulate ga acc(...) NGA Acc(...)
Atomic read and increment ga read inc(...) NGA Read inc(...)
Scatter ga scatter(...) NGA Scatter(...)
Gather ga gather(...) NGA Gather(...)
Interprocess synchronization
Lock ga lock(...) GA lock(...)
Unlock ga unlock(...) GA unlock(...)
Fence ga init fence() GA Init fence()
ga fence() GA Fence()
Barrier ga sync() GA Sync()
Collective array operations
Basic array operations
Init zero ga zero(...) GA Zero(...)
Fill ga fill(...) GA Fill(...)
Scale ga scale(...) GA Scale(...)
Copy ga copy(...) GA Copy(...)
Linear algebra
Matrix add ga add(...) GA Add(...)
Matrix multiply ga dgemm(...) GA Dgemm(...)
Dot product ga ddot(...) GA Ddot(...)
Symmetrization ga symmetrize(...) GA Symmetrize(...)
Transposition ga transpose(...) GA Transpose(...)
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Table 4. Utility operations in GA
Operation FORTRAN C
Locality of data
Locate ga locate(...) NGA Locate(...)
Find distrib. ga distribute(...) NGA Distribute(...)
Accessing ga acess(...) NGA Access(...)
Process information
Process ID ga nodeid() GA Nodeid()
Nodes ga nnodes() GA Nnodes()
Memory availability
Available memory ga memory avail() GA Memory avail()
Used memory ga inquire memory() GA Inquire memory()
Wrappers to
reduction/broadcast operations
Broadcast ga brdcst(...) GA brdcst(...)
Global operation ga dgop(...) GA Dgop(...)
ga igop(...) GA Igop(...)
Print detailed informations
Print array ga print(...) GA Print(...)
Statistics ga print stats() GA Print stats()
Table 5. Some usefull DDI Functions
Operation Functions
Global Operations
Initialization DDI PBEG(...)
Termination DDI PEND(...)
Number of nodes, ID DDI NPROC(...)
Allocate shared memory DDI MEMORY(...)
Create distrib. matrix DDI CREATE(...)
Destroy matrix DDI DESTROY(...)
Synchronization DDI SYNC(...)
Global sum (fp) DDI GSUMF(...)
Broadcast DDI BCAST(...)
Point-to-Point Operations
Synchronous send DDI SEND(...)
Synchronous receive DDI RECV(...)
Get next index DDI DLBNEXT(...)
Get block of matrix DDI GET(...)
Put block of matrix DDI PUT(...)
Accumulate data into block DDI ACC(...)
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